
 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
Following the announcement made last week by the Secretary of State for Education about 
the return to school of all pupils in September, we have begun to put our plans together in 
line with the guidance from the Government, so that we are ready to welcome back all of 
our pupils. 
 
Returning to school is vital for children’s education and for their well being. Time out of 
school is detrimental for children’s cognitive and academic development. This impact can 
affect both current levels of learning and children’s future ability to learn, and therefore we 
need to ensure all of our pupils can return in September. 
 
When school re-opens in September, although we will be open to all pupils, there will still 
be a range of protective measures in place to minimise the risks from coronavirus while still 
providing a full educational experience for all children. 
 
The range of protective measures in place at Holme Valley will include: 

 Ensuring pupils, staff and other adults who are unwell with coronavirus symptoms, 
or      have tested positive do not come into school.     

 Sending anyone with symptoms, that develop in the school day, home. 

 Building regular handwashing times into daily timetables including on arrival at 
school, when they return from breaks, when they change rooms, before and after 
eating and before they go home. 

 Enhanced cleaning throughout the day of frequently touched surfaces and shared 
areas such as toilets. 

 Minimising contact with others by creating year group bubbles who do not mix with 
other year groups.  This will involve continuing with staggered drop off and pick up 
times, staggered break times  and lunches, reducing the use of shared spaces and 
not holding gatherings such as assemblies in the halls. 

 Making adjustments to the class room layout to support distancing. Pupils will be 
seated side by side and facing forwards rather than face to face. 

 Minimising pupil movement throughout school. 

 Giving pupils their own set of individual and frequently used equipment so pupils do 
not have to share. 

 Limiting items from home but allow bags, lunch boxes, hats, coats and books. 

 Rotating reading books returned from home and do not allow use for 72 hours. 

 Altering  lunchtime arrangements so that children are not mixing in the dining hall. 

 Cancellation of all trips planned for the Autumn term. Trips to be planned for the 
Spring term. Payment made for any previously cancelled trips will be carried forward 
to future trips. 

 Adaptations to the behavior sanction system to comply with restriction of movement 
around school. 

 Enhanced hygiene systems for the running of 1:1 or small group interventions. 
 
There is still a lot of planning to do and I will be in touch again soon to share the finer details 
around the arrangements for things such as drop off and pick up and lunches. 



Our phased return since June 1st has been a huge success due to the successful team effort 
between families and school and I have no doubt that the success will continue when we re-
open to all of our pupils in September.   
 

Kind regards 

Mrs Stephenson 


